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ABSTRACT: The legend of Atlantis tells the story of a beautiful and utopian city, founded on an island 
surrounded by the seas. During a tremendous earthquake, the island-city sank to a watery inundation, which 
neither its enlightened people or its renowned technology could prevent. Although the tales authenticity is 
yet to be verified, the story of Atlantis has nonetheless inspired countless volumes of literature and creative 
works thousands of years after appearing in Plato�’s dialogues. Fast forward to the present, where Singapore, 
a cosmopolitan city built on an island, is renowned for having one of the world�’s busiest ports, a leading 
financial center, a center for biotechnology research and academic excellence. Few realise that it is also the 
element of crisis that Singapore is built on, and that it is crisis that has always fuelled action now and in the 
past. Singapore embraces crisis as a way forward, presenting future visions to spur on experiments and 
radical transformation. And yet, an inconsistency to maintain this optimistic stance may be observed in 
Singapore�’s response to its natural vulnerability as a low-lying, thickly populated island-state. The situation 
has been execrated by a largely self-constructed crisis �– island reclamation policies in the past 45 years 
(though begun 200 years earlier), has increased Singapore�’s land territory by 25 per cent, but left much of its 
landscape highly susceptible to the rising seas. Given this geo-crisis, an opportunistic intervention, a 
hydrological urbanism, points a way forward. In order to amplify the seeming policy inspired desired density 
and simultaneously uphold Singapore famed consumption based quality of life, the land-sea interface of 
Singapore, remains decapitated from the islands interior. Singapore�’s coasts, harbour-fronts, islands and 
territorial water, equal its total land area and hold scopes for a hydro-centric development. An urbanism 
supported by and on water, the possibility of an �‘edgeless�’ settlement system is increasing evident, which 
may be developed around and between diverse and alternative water (re)sources and water infrastructure �– 
and re-shape the face of habitation as a model for innovation, urban expansion, and transformation unique to 
this little red dot.   
KEYWORDS: crisis, hydrological urbanism, re-conceptualization of urban frontier    

1 CRISIS: A ARCHITECTURAL (PHILOSOPHICAL) ACCOUT OF ITS SUCCESS AD 
DEVELOPMETAL PREFERECE 

   In its simplest form, a crisis is a time of intense difficulty or danger. It is the moment when difficult or 
important choices have to be made. They represented momentous occasions, when human choices could 
make a fundamental difference to the future. Crises can be seen as modifiers or new beginnings. Moments of 
crisis are situations when a society is somewhat reborn and in most cases, strengthened (Zimmermann 1996: 
166). For Singapore�’s socio-political architectural history, crisis is its other name. The list of crises which 
Singapore has faced is relentless: a communist revolution, colonial rule, racial riots, underlying poverty, an 
economic meltdown and now an environmental catastrophe.  
   It is through these texts that are read two particular scenarios of crisis that gravely concern present 
Singapore. The first is land reclamation, which represents the larger land-density scenario and is a product of 
the Singapore government�’s constant opportunistic interventions into various moments of crises that arise 
mostly from the needs of its ever-bourgeoning economy and resulting in the government�’s forays into 
building and re-building on Singapore�’s scant land supply. The second scenario, concerning the rise of sea 
levels, imperils the previous land-density scenario further. Taking these two scenarios into account, an 



  

opportunistic framework of hydrological urbanism, will not only neutralise these crises but also aid in the 
construction of a more robust scenario in the future.  
   The element of crisis is opportunistic and empowering �– above all, it fuels action. In the case of 
Singapore, it is a surgical instrument that keeps the city-state in an atmosphere of continual change, 
providing the impetus for radical transformation. Architecture fills the land with objects and forms, 
infrastructure and parks, highways and subways, embracing a growing city as if there is no other choice. In 
the race to fill itself, Singapore dances with an ever-increasing hustle and frenzy that one has barely a 
moment to rest and see what has been made.  

2 I DEFIITIO: OPPORTUITY I CRISES  

   The term �‘crisis�’ indicates a turning point, a moment of crucial differentiation where developments may 
be worsened or bettered. Logically, a persistence of crisis means �“not remaining at the same point�”. The 
non-solution of any crisis deepens the situation of the crisis as such. Typically, in situations of crisis and 
thereafter, polarisation occurs, with respect to those who survive it or fail instantly and between those who 
draw new strength from mastering the crisis period. In order to compete and move on, simply surviving is 
not enough (Zimmermann 1996: 162). According to Booth (1993, cited by Loosemore 1997: 30), a crisis is 
�“a situation faced by an individual, group or organisation which they are unable to cope with by the use of 
normal routine procedures and in which stress is created by sudden change�”.  
   Opportunity is what crisis is made of. Merriam-Webster (2010) defines crisis as �“an unstable or crucial 
time or state of affairs in which a decisive change is impending�”. This definition implies that in times of 
crisis, opportunities emerge, and creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship are inspired...In times of 
prosperity, it is more difficult to engage interest in change and progress. Yet, crisis may be viewed as a 
transitional period....on one hand, and the opportunity for maturation on the other (Brandon 1970: 627). 
Thomas (1909 as cited in Ibid: 628) describes crisis as �“a threat, a challenge, a strain on the attention, (and 
also) a call to new action�”. The significance of crisis hence lies in the fact that it could produce something 
fundamental. Crisis, thus, may be seen as a catalyst in social development. 
   Views as such, however, tend to look beyond immediate challenges posed by crisis situations and look 
instead for embedded opportunities. Therefore, when an emergency arises, numerous opportunities may also 
present themselves in the form of clear priorities �– such as the availability of previously unavailable 
resources. Hurricane Katrina opened up avenues for otherwise unperceived social and infrastructural ills to 
be brought to light. Hence, crisis is fundamental in the establishment of new relationships; �“the analysis of 
reproduction and the analysis of crisis (thus become) inseparable�” (Shaikh 1978: 219). Because crisis 
transforms, it triggers actions, which are, nonetheless, stimulating. These bring about possibilities and change 
right at the heart of a social organisation. The most profound of these changes may instigate a continual 
re-generation of a society�’s structure.  
   Crisis involves risk, yet, the chance is always worth taking. Crisis offers an opportunity to transform �– to 
change focus, production systems and environmental practices in order to achieve sustainability (Srivastava 
1993: 29). No wonder, in Mandarin Chinese, there is only one character for both �“crisis�” and �“opportunity�” 
(Loosemore 1997: 30). Crisis is written in two ideograms; the first ideogram stands for danger, while the 
second represents opportunity. It is, therefore, the following principles that signify moments of crisis as times 
of opportunity (Chisholm-Burns 2010: 1-2): 
a. �‘Business as usual�’ is challenged while an urgency for change is provoked  
b. People�’s notion to remain within their comfort zones is reduced and the impetus to explore options that 

were formerly viewed as unworthy, unrealistic or too difficult are now given 
c. Elimination of repetitive, inefficient, problematic and unprofitable activities (e.g. products, services, 

policies, etc) take place, and in some cases, competition for resources and establishment of unique and 
innovative activities, services, products and policies are promoted   

d. Difficult decisions are made  
e. The events leading to crisis are examined, and steps are taken to reduce the likelihood of its recurrence 
   

3 DESITY AS DESTIY: SELECTIO OF SPECIFIC DESITIES TO DEAL WITH CRISIS 

   Since its independence in 1965, the extremely limited land area of the island, which was originally a 
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mere 523 square kilometers, (Wong, 1985) became an obstacle for development. The pressure increased 
along with the rising population, which grew rapidly from 10,000 inhabitants in 1819 to 4.18 million by 
1921 (Yeh, 1975), lured by the island�’s economic opportunities, created by the development of the nation�’s 
port. Over the past two centuries, Singapore has gained a reputation as one of the busiest ports in the world. 
By the mid-1970s, the average population per square kilometer was approximately 3,900 (Arumainathan, 
1973), which was one of the highest population density averages in the world at that time. The pressure 
cumulated with a stronger economy as the island-state found its economic niche and became a leading 
business centre in Asia with a national income of $4.4 billion in 1968 to $12.6 billion in 1974 (Singapore 
Monthly Digest of Statistics, August, 1975, p 106).  
   There was an ever-increasing demand for land to be used for manufacturing, recreational, education and 
medical facilities and other urban amenities. To accommodate the growing population and simultaneously 
create space for more urban amenities, there was no other option but to build at an even higher density. The 
limited land and rising demand for housing and other facilities turned into a crisis by the 1950s, which was 
further exacerbated by the nature of particular functions that restricted development:  

1) Nature reserves preserved for recreational, ecological, scientific and educational purposes 
2) Areas dedicated to airport facilities, with high-rise construction restricted in the nearby zones 
3) Land areas and islets restricted for defense functions 
4) Remaining swamplands decided for ecological conservation 
5) Land areas dedicated to telecommunication facilities, with no high buildings in their proximity 
6) Water catchments and reservoir areas. 

 
   Around the 1950s, Singapore�’s population began growing at an alarming rate and over-crowding reached a 
limit in the urban core. Approximately a quarter of one million people dwelled in badly degenerated slums, 
while a third lived in squatter areas which were in urgent need of re-housing (Yeh, 1975, p5). Several of the 
buildings were either nearly 100 years old or had been built as squatters in extremely unhygienic conditions. 
The manifold crisis presented issues such as homelessness, health hazards and risk of fire among others. On 
May 25, 1961, a major fire occurred in the Bukit Ho Swee squatter settlement, rendering 16,000 people 
homeless (www.en.academic.ru/dic).  
 

 
Figure 1: (left) squatters in Singapore, (middle) the Bukit Ho Swee fire of 1961 and (right) public housing 
flats of today, Sources: www.sparklette.net, www.blogofsorts.wordpress.com and singapore-traveltips.com 
 
   The ruling People�’s Action Party (PAP) immediately made plans to re-locate the squatters to more 
permanent, sanitary and liveable housing and to reduce social unrest. Taking into consideration the limited 
land available, the only feasible option that both economy and technology permitted was land reclamation. 
The housing policy undertaken by the PAP was a highly ambitious one, possessing a long-term vision to 
accommodate the future population of Singapore. Ever since then, land reclamation, often massive in scale, 
has been a vital strategy for urban expansion in Singapore to deal with increasing demand for more area to 
build on. Singapore�’s transformation has become perpetual. Chua (1975) observed: �“The optimization of 
land resources is a never-exhaustive exercise in the Singapore context because of the important factors 
involved in each decision making act.�” 
   The climate of Singapore, and its natural immunity to natural disasters, allows for the building of high-rise 
apartments. 12 storied high rise housing blocks were built in several reclaimed land areas in rapid succession. 
The massive HDB housing drive over the past four decades has been so successful that Singapore now has the 
highest housing ownership in the world, with more than 84 per cent of Singaporeans living in HDB housing 
estates. Besides housing, active initiatives undertaken by the PAP government has promoted a great influx in 
the manufacturing industry and its consequential added pressure on land reclamation, as evident in the recently 



  

completed Jurong Island reclamations (Kelly, 2009). The entire group of seven islets were reclaimed and 
combined to form a large island dedicated solely for the purpose of the manufacturing industry.  
   After extensive land reclamation, more than 26 per cent of the total land surface in Singapore, 
approximately 710.3 square kilometers (www.singstat.gov.sg), comprises of reclaimed land, and this figure 
will continue to rise with present on-going reclamation projects and upcoming proposals. This is one of the 
great examples of crisis being converted into opportunity. 
 

4 SIGAPORE URBAISM: A ESSETIAL COSTRUCT OF A LAD-DESITY CRISIS   

   �“The city-state disfavours a fixed land use policy except that there has been general agreement that land, 
as a scarce resource, has to be utilised intensively under the direct supervision of the public sector; the 
government is thus empowered to...deal with all aspects of land use re-organisation�” (Wang 1986: 191). With 
the government being the largest landowner in Singapore, land and its implication has always remained 
strategic (i.e. land has often been used as a means to achieve certain political and social objectives), which 
has been constructed and de-constructed in numerous occasions as soon as it was deemed necessary. 
Following each major appearance of crises regarding land and re-organization needs, subsequent 
opportunistic responses, the most obvious of which are made by the public sector, can therefore be 
chronologically traced as Table 1 suggests:  

Table 1  Singapore�’s opportunistic response to historical moments of crisis (sources as cited) 

Timeline Nature/premise of crisis Singapore�’s opportunistic response 
Before the 
1920s 
(Wang 
1986: 181) 

 Land belonged to colonial regimes, 
which could grant land tenure to 
anyone  

 Need to reserve land for public purposes was realised 
and the Land Acquisition Ordinance introduced in 
1920, marking the first time Singapore experienced a 
massive flow of migrants from India and China 
following its accelerated economic activities  

1950s to 
1960s 
(Yeh 1975: 
5; Wang 
1986: 
181-182) 

 Following WWII, a severe shortage of 
housing saw most of its inhabitants, 
which numbered approximately one 
million, becoming slum-dwellers and 
squatters 

 Homelessness, health hazards and 
risk of fire were some of the 
consequences  

 Statutory Master Plan (SMP) was adopted in 1959,  
housing became the government�’s top priority sector 

 Residential density and plot ration was defined as the 
decongestion of city centre was proposed through the 
introduction of decentralised �‘new towns�’ and a 
�‘green belt�’ for preventing sprawl 

 In the name of public benefit, land acquisition 
legislation was adopted to politically strengthen the 
government (e.g. for clearing of slums, which in a 
normal situation could result in numerous debates)  

 By 1959, 23,000 units were built to house nine per 
cent of Singapore�’s 1.6 million population 

 HDB was formed  
 SMP was constrained by 

regulations 
 To produce results as quickly as 

possible (solution-orientated 
policy and planning for 
immediate job creation), SMP 
was freed of legal restrictions 

 Project sites and their selections 
was done on an ad hoc basis 

 Living and working away was not 
considered due to the reducing 
costs of new infrastructure 
provisioning  

 A re-thinking of land use was called foragain  almost 
after a decade of development in the prime sectors of 
housing, industry and urban renewal 

 A Concept Plan (SCP) was formulated to provide 
guidelines and add flexibility to the SMP 

 This approach was expected to provide SMP with the 
capacity to cope with rapid growth and allow room 
for adjustments in case of unexpected change in the 
urban economy  

1970s 
(Wang 
1986: 182, 
186) 

 SCP was initially constrained by the 
�“geographical layout of the physical 
and economic features�” of Singapore 

 SCP facilitated site selection for developing housing 
and new towns 

It further legitimised the government�’s right to tighten its 
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grip on all land 
 SCP advocated for a centre-outward development 

strategy where high speed traffic corridors 
connecting sprawling housing and industrial estates 
separated by large open spaces, landscape buffers or 
institutional areas 

 

 New public housing and satellite 
towns, developed upon a �‘high-rise, 
high-density�’ neighbourhood idea, 
were debated for being used as a tool 
for political control of the masses 

 Again, the government�’s becoming of the highest 
landowner (around 70 per cent of total land) helped 
the former�’s initial idea of a disciplined mass to 
ensure long-term economic sustainability, while 
making sure no low-rise high-density slums�’appear 
again, hence, attaining a modern status   

1990s 
(Yang 
2005) 

SCP failed to predict and realise one of 
the most important landuse projects, 
i.e. the marina bay and the subsequent 
construction of the Mass Rapid 
Transit (MRT) system and the 
combined effect that threatened to 
re-congest the city centre once more 

 Stark zoning also led to functional 
segregation between new towns 
(living) and CBD (working)    

 Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) spearheaded 
the Marina bay project to reinvent, re-brand and 
promote the �‘Singapore brand�’ by creating an iconic 
symbol in its urban landscape; to remain afloat in the 
competitive global market by aggressive city 
marketing. A �‘unique�’ place to live, work and visit; 
centered on the �“Three E�’s�”: �‘Explore�’: with new 
living options, �‘Exchange�’: with hub for global 
business and �‘Entertain�’: with kaleidoscope of 
activities in a �“total lifestyle environment.�”   

Present day 
 (Yang 
2005) 

 Singapore�’s claustrophobic position 
has grown with its extremely limited 
supply of land and territorial 
constraints  

 A conflict has become ever-present 
between its desire for self-sufficiency 
and growth, but having limited 
territories 

 Using its strong economic positions Singapore over 
the last five decades has stretched to the limits of land 
reclamation within its legal territory 

Presently 26 per cent of Singapore�’s total land area is 
reclaimed (as of 2010, 187 square kilometres of 
reclaimed land out of a total land area of 710 square 
kilometres) 

 Following more than four decades of effort, 
Singapore boasts the highest housing ownership in 
the world with more than 84 per cent of Singaporeans 
living in HDB estates 

 To date, more than 80 per cent of the population 
inhabit 20 decentralised new towns, located 10 to 15 
km away from the city centre and occupy more than a 
quarter of the current land area of the whole island 

Future 
(Yun 2002) 

 With the Urban Redevelopment 
Authority (URA) estimated threshold 
of 780 square kilometres of total land 
after all reclamation possibilities have 
been exhausted, there will still be a 25 
per cent shortage of land, to satisfy 
the desired density and population 
level  

 Future options considered are: high-rise 
development, densification, industrial-residential 
mixed use development, subterranean and floating 
structure, etc 

5 CRISIS LOOMIG FROM A COSTRAIED SEWARD EXPASIO OF LAD  

   First and foremost of all crises eminent in contemporary Singapore is its shrinking supply1 of land in 
relation to the demands of its economy, and considering its 5.5 million population threshold, this is an 
admitted crisis in all concept plans (URA 2001; Yun 2002). Even after taking into consideration all offshore 
ventures, the actual land on which Singapore is situated is shrinking while the need soars up. Over the past 
50 years, Singapore has stretched itself to near-impossible limits of land reclamation within its official 
boundaries, with more than one-fourth of its land reclaimed. Even if it appears feasible on a map, it will be 
almost impossible to reclaim more land given the following circumstances:   

 
                                                           
1. Meaning a supply beyond a certain threshold level is unfeasible compared with the demand side 



  

a) Technological and technical limitations: Available technology only allows land reclamation from 
waters up to a maximum of 15 to 20 metres in depth, beyond this it will not be economically feasible. 
Land reclamation requires a large amount of sand which is not available in Singapore. Supply of sand 
has come from offshore islands of Indonesia, which, very recently, has been halted by Indonesia. 

b) Territorial constraints: Reclaimed land cannot be constructed too far out into the open sea; if that 
happens, such lands will be subject to larger waves and tsunamis. 

c) eed to retain a certain size of sea space and options for anchorage: Pushing reclamation further 
offshore will threaten wide sea lanes for larger port facilities and bigger ships to anchor. 

d) eed to maintain good relationships with neighbouring countries: If Singapore keeps increasing the 
land size by land reclamation towards Malaysia and Indonesia, the territorial boundaries of these 
countries will be infringed. 

 

6 RISIG SEAS AD THE REEWED CRISIS WITH LAD AD LAD DESITY  

   Thus, devoid of a possibility of adding more land to its total area, a new crisis is presently under 
construction, which, in contrast, threatens to shave off a large quantity of low-lying land, both original and 
reclaimed, from Singapore�’s geography. Coupled with this eminent crisis, global warming, as an offshoot of 
climate change2, and the much deliberated crisis of rising sea levels not only endanger this small island-state, 
but also threaten to affect a large portion of the low-lying hinterlands of its neighbouring countries (Paw & 
Thia-Eng 1991: 225). However, the inland land crisis exacerbates as the rising seas seems to threaten 
particularly its reclaimed portions of the land. Even if recent predictions do not mention such threats3 
explicitly, a careful analysis provides ample materials in support of the earlier claims of crisis 
(www.adb.org).   
   Singapore has a low average elevation above sea level (NCCS 2008: 8). Considering future threats of 
rising sea levels in the context of the current population-asset scenario as of 2005, Singapore is ranked 96th 
in the world in terms of population exposure4 (total 16,000 people) and 75th in terms of asset exposure (total 
US$2.3 billion). To project further ahead, as far as 2070, this picture becomes even less promising; although 
both rankings slide down the list (106th and 79th in population and asset exposure respectively), the total 
exposure of population and asset grows larger (29,000 people and US$20.54 billion respectively) (Nicholls et 
al. 2008: 56). Also, a recent Asian Development Bank (ADB) publication shows signs of vulnerability in 
Singapore�’s east and west coastlines to a simulated five-metre inundation (Yusuf and Francisco 2009: 20). 
Especially since the Singapore government�’s policy aims to reinforce its low-lying areas and new 
reclamations to 125 centimetres above the highest recorded tidal level for this century5 (NCCS 2008: 8), this 
ever-changing scenario exposes the susceptibility of Singapore�’s low-lying coastline to any accelerated or 
unexpected rise in sea level of five metres or more.  
   During the last 10,000 years, Singapore experienced a rise in sea level no less than 100 metres (Bird et al. 
2006 and Hesp et al. 1998, as in Chang 2009: 8-9), an average rate of 10 centimetres per 100 years. This is 
why the recent 40-centimetre rise projection by the end of this century exceeds the latter by 300 per cent. 
   Another recent simulation hence uses a five-metre sea level rise, revealing a coastal land loss due to 
flooding. For the simulated coastline, a three-metre sea level rise, which happened around 6,000 years ago, 
was used. In addition, an assumption of a two-metre spring tide level, when there is an unusually high tide, 
                                                           
2. Global warming and climate change have also been tagged as �‘crisis�’ in numerous literature; see for 

example, Hodder and Martin (2009); Lohmann (2010); and Srivastava (1993) 
3. Many predict that Singapore is in a comfortable position regarding rising seas. According to a recent 

study, the level of the seas around Singapore is projected to rise by not more than 50 cm over the next 
100 years. Thus, new reclamation projects in Singapore are built at least 125 cm above the highest 
recorded tide level (Strait Times 2008). A data analysis of the last 13 years at Tanjong Pagar shows an 
average tide level of 3.3 metres, with no observable trend toward higher mean sea levels. This 
measurement may be taken as representative of the whole country (ADB 2009: 32). 

4. The concerned areas (below two metres) are, namely, the southeastern coast, part of the commercial 
centre around Singapore River, part of the main industrial land on the west coast, part of Changi Airport 
in the east, the major part of the port area in the south and the major part of the recreational land along 
the southeast coast, including a number of reclaimed islands.  

5. The highest recorded tide (Feb 9, 1974) has been 3.9 metres above the Chart Datum (Wong 1992: 65). 
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was made. If current trends of warming are to continue, the sea level scenario re-constructed for 6,000 years 
ago might occur within the next few hundred years (Opcit). Although Singapore is fortunate to be outside the 
storm belts and not be affected by storm surges due of a relatively sheltered coastal environment, it should 
still be useful to consider the potential effects of a higher than normal sea level (Wong 1992: 65) and 
evaluate the situation considering a combination of both high tides and an extreme sea level. 
   Coastal land loss by erosion remains a major concern for Singapore. Increased coastal erosion has 
already affected some recreational areas along the coast such as those at the East Coast Park (ADB 2009: 48). 
In a recent study, the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) estimated the annual cost of protecting the coast to be 
between US$300,000 and US$5.7 million by 2050, and between US$900, 000 and US$16.8 million by 2100 
(Ng 2009). Nevertheless, coastal land loss remains a major concern for Singapore. Increased coastal erosion 
has already affected some recreational areas along the coast such as those at the East Coast Park (ADB 2009: 
48). A rise in sea level can also result in seawater flowing into some of Singapore�’s coastal reservoirs6 �– a 
process known as saltwater intrusion. Counter-measures, however, may include �“docks and dykes, better tide 
gates and pumping systems to redirect water�” (The Straits Times 2007). 
   Relinquishing on the fact that �“Singapore is not on the endangered places�’ list�”, a unidirectional and often 
infrastructuralist approach might transform this happy place into a crucible of fire. At no point does low risk 
imply no risk. The aforementioned climatic events, even if they appear piecemeal, may also speak of a much 
bigger, uncertain scenario that might be forthcoming and hence requires a substantial and coordinated effort 
beyond the traditional infrastructuralist one. The NCCS (2008: 8-14), as components of its adaptation 
measures, insists that physical infrastructure provisions are key to Singapore�’s efforts to climate resistance7: 
�“the Ministry of National Development leads an inter-agency Taskforce to review existing infrastructural 
adaptation measures, as part of the overall government's approach to address climate change�” (Ibid: 14). 
Thus the realisation that infrastructural development is indeed key to any adaptation effort; yet questions can 
be asked pertaining to what might happen when there is no land to develop �– should a typical 
infrastructuralist effort be enough to address this particular moment of crisis? What may happen to the 
desired density level, or in other words, the �‘Garden City�’ image that depends so much on the prospects of 
usable land and its availability? What other alternatives might be considered that should help retain the 
desired level of density, image and usability, hence, the identity of Singapore per se?       
   Particularly, this proposition questions the infrastructuralist approach heavily sought after by the 
Singapore government, since such approach is likely to prove myopic to address problems that are dynamic, 
ever-changing and unpredictable in nature. Additionally, explicit focus on traditional approaches would 
undermine the issue of ever-increasing demand for land and growing threats from sea level rise, traditional 
projects such as land reclamation and/or building sea walls do not seem to address this twofold crisis 
scenario at once. A set of infrastructure will not be enough to cover all the associated aspects of land-scarcity 
driven by socio-economic needs and sea level rise driven by global climate change. A common thread must 
be sought for, which should allow for the construction of a shared principle for attending, both the crisis 
situations discussed in this paper. Each is associated with water and in doing so, either implicitly or explicitly, 
threatens the way of life of the inhabitants of this small island-state. Indeed, any opportunistic stance must 
therefore commence with the re-conceptualisation of water and ways to harness its hydrological potential in 
order to provide ample surface area for physical development, and, at the same time, making sure that such 
developments are benefited by the rising seas instead of being affected by them.  

7 EGAGIG CRISES THROUGH A HYDROLOGICAL URBAISM  

   Considering the inadequacy of present approaches, hydrological urbanism may be seen as one such 
opportunistic intervention that draws from historical precedents, where Singapore�’s approaches have been 
particularly opportunistic in the face of other moments of crisis8. This paper proposes, within this very 

 
6. These coastal reservoirs face the threat of saltwater intrusion, which, according to the Public Utilities 

Board (PUB), can take up to two years to be flushed out completely and replaced by rainwater.  
7. NCCS (2008) mentions chiefly about reclamation projects, drainage infrastructure, Marina Barrage and 

the reservoir, other flood alleviation projects, hard walls and embankments (p. 8), revetments, NEWater 
and desalination projects (p. 9), greening of city parks, car parks, rooftops and building materials (p. 10) 
and green buildings (p. 11) as part of its adaptation measures.    

8. In addition to its previous opportunistic responses, Singapore government has recently been considering 



  

situation of crisis lies the opportunity for a new way of life, opportunity for an urbanism9 driven by and 
dependent on water.  
   Since the terms hydrology and water are frequently associated with crises in scholarly literature (Kirpich 
2000; Medina 2010; Shiva 2008; Trottier 2008 and Wessels 2009), ample opportunity remains to be 
harnessed from Hydrology the passive and myopic infrastructuralist stance that typify contemporary 
urbanisation practices, rather than portraying a new way of life, i.e. urbanism. Taking into consideration 
Singapore�’s particular sets of aspirations, hydrological urbanism proposes a merger between Singapore�’s 
peripheral coastal lands and the immediate seas to achieve the desired level of density, while responding 
creatively to the problem of rising sea levels. By ensuring Singapore�’s desired level of density through the 
merging of land and sea, the buildable area stretches beyond the meagre land area that it currently possesses. 
Singapore and the very way its identity has been created over the years, through a constant opportunistic 
intervention during crisis moments, can, thus, once more be substantiated. 
   Hydrological urbanism is a combination of hydrology and urbanism (for example see Kenzo Tange�’s 
proposals for Tokyo bay and the contemporary Dutch floating houses). In particular, it is a framework that 
speaks for a renewed concept of urbanism set within situations of crisis facing contemporary Singapore 
society, which is also driven by and on water, and attempts to yield greater effects to the concerned society 
thereby. Considering all the hydrological processes island-wide and around its immediate shorelines, it 
suggests of interventions through the implication of a �‘water-borne way of life.�’ What makes hydrological 
urbanism stand out is that it re-considers the need for any land extension project, including land reclamation 
or subterranean structures, as structures afloat aims to address the aforementioned twofold situation of crisis. 
And as the traditional way of life may be rejuvenated by this opportunistic intervention, many of its 
principles depend on water for its sustained life cycle. The dichotomous distinction between land and sea is 
removed while this small land suddenly begins to appear larger. Amphibian, submerged and floating 
interventions may characterise the very nature of the infrastructure of hydrological urbanism while new 
communities intending to live, work and play by the bay may start doing so being within the bay.  
 Speaking in terms of synergy, hydrological urbanism attempts to take advantage of what Singapore does 
have, rather than what it doesn�’t. Singapore�’s historical capability to persist and grow by taking advantage of 
crisis situations is what drives this concept in the first place. In addition to harnessing diverse benefits 
provided by water, this framework should also contribute to its heritage, which what is probably the most 
important element that present Singapore society is in pursuit of. As one of its influential government 
documents (Concept Plan 2001) suggests, �“as Singapore develops, we want to retain a sense of identity in 
our physical landscape and encourage a sense of rootedness to our country�” (URA 2001). Again, the same 
intention can be noticed in its revised version, where it states it likes to �“enhance people�’s experience of built 
and natural heritage�”10 (URA 2010: 1). Going beyond the rivers, swamps and mangroves, i.e. the �‘accepted�’ 
natural heritage of Singapore that seem to impart its identity, may also be redefined. As far as this framework 
is concerned, Singapore�’s true heritage lies not in its being multi-cultural or having scant traces of nature 
here and there. Rather the �‘other�’ natural feature, i.e. the island itself; including its surrounding waters, the 
port and its strategic geographic location, that matters more. The hydrological urbanism can accentuate this 
quality, creating a new identity. It is precisely in Singapore�’s being a small �‘resource-scarce�’ island-state yet 
its systematic and quite unorthodox (and seemingly un-doable) ways of achieving results through series of 
crisis moments that singles it out from its contemporaries.  
   Hydrological urbanism as an opportunistic intervention should therefore contribute to the interventions 
that are taking place currently11. It is through hydrological urbanism that we can imagine a true identity for 

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
a meaningful, optimal land use strategy, while other alternative options for land reclamation that are 
being actively considered include underground space utilisation and large floating structures. 
(unraveling-singapore.blogspot.com and  nus.edu.sg/research/rg). 

9. We borrow this term from Chicago School sociologist Louis Wirth (1938). 
10. Further research reveals that by identity of the built environment, these documents point to significant 

buildings and areas, historical and cultural mosaic, places, unique and significant landmarks and natural 
elements and pockets of natural features, such as rivers, mangrove swamps, trees and unique coastal 
profiles (URA 2001). 

11. Although almost all planning documents mention, in contemporary practices, for example, planning and 
designing of �‘new towns�’, not much effort in the harnessing Singapore�’s �‘islandness�’ can be traced. Yang 
(2005), like many others, criticises contemporary efforts for being �“placeless�”. Typical efforts, amongst 
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Singapore. Following the principles of hydrology and re-thinking its territories beyond its ever- shrinking 
land area, Singapore has the scope to retain a �“strong sense of islandness�”12 and accentuate it. This is how 
the awkward question of authenticity, posed by authors like Rem Koolhaas, may be addressed. We believe 
that a continuous system of human habitation once again would add to Singapore�’s image as constructed 
through relentless processes of experimentation, radical transformation and re-construction as its way 
forward. The apparently bitter question concerning authenticity and �‘placeless-ness�’ of Singapore urbanism 
that have often prompted introspections in past should now be answered by clarifying that it is opportunistic 
interventions above all which is authentic about this particular urbanism �– and this is also what creates a 
sense of place, rather than defying it. Hydrological urbanism should be the means to establishing just that.  
   Hydrology, as the expression of water, has always remained one of the key components of urbanism if 
not the component driving and shaping it. There is not a city in the world which has been driven by its 
immediate system of hydrology historically. Hydrological urbanism as a means to achieving density, land 
area, identity, and authenticity for the present Singapore society, above all, should be seen as a concept 
providing framework for an opportunistic intervention. As a combined expression of the following 
components, hydrological urbanism should be able to ensure all the objectives of Singapore society that we 
have mentioned above:     

a. System transformation and change in product and process: radical, un-routined, un-customary, 
un-habitual and heretic  

b. Organised antagonism: dialectic of components 
c. Layered intervention (many layers of water-related intervention needs13)     
d. Flux, dynamism and continuity (engagement and physical form) 
e. Flexibility, adaptability and acceptance to diversity 
f. Re-generating: appear stronger/beneficial than before; and 
g. Catalysing 
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